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A real-time non-contact monitoring method of subsea pipelines
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Abstract. To monitoring the subsea pipeline in real-time, a special potentiometric sensor array and a potential
prediction model are presented in this paper. Firstly, to measure the potential of seawater, a special potentiometric
sensor array with Ag/AgCl all-solid-state reference electrodes is first developed in this paper. Secondly, according to the
obtained distribution law of electric field intensities a prediction model of the pipeline potentials is developed. Finally,
the potentiometric sensor array is applied in sink experiment and the prediction model is validated by the sink
measurements. The maximum error for pipeline potential prediction model is 1.1 mV. The proposed non-contact
monitoring method for subsea pipeline can predict the potential of sea pipeline in real-time, thus providing important
information for further subsea pipeline maintenance.

1 Introduction
Marine Oil & Gas resources is a major focus of China's
energy, the exploitation of which brings wide usage of
submarine pipelines. Integrity of subsea pipelines is a
mandatory requirement in the modern offshore Oil & Gas
industry. A widely used cost-effective solution for subsea
pipeline is CP [1-3] combined with external coating.
CP should be checked periodically, so that external
corrosion is correctly prevented and proper protection is
provided. In the offshore Oil & Gas industry, the potential
of pipeline is an important indicator of pipeline integrity.

probe. But, this system cannot measure the potentials of
pipeline directly. In order to overcome this disadvantage,
we propose a special potentiometric sensor array which
can measure seawater potential efficiently and a
prediction model to monitoring pipeline potential
real-time. The validity of the sensor array and the
proposed prediction model is evaluated in the laboratory
sink experiments.

2 The Non-Contact Monitoring Method of
Subsea Pipeline Under CP

Non-contact monitoring of offshore pipelines is
usually carried out by a ROV (remotely operated vehicle)

2.1 The potentiometric sensor array

[4-6]. A tailored probe mounted on the ROV measures

A special potentiometric sensor array (Fig. 1) is first

the seawater potentials in the surrounding of a subsea

developed in this study. Twelve Ag/AgCl all-solid-state

pipeline against a reference electrode embedded in the

reference electrodes are fixed on six vertical bars, and
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each reference electrode can measure the potential of its

For the pipeline with one anode and one coating defect

point. This way, we can obtain potential values of twelve

under CP in our laboratory sink, the seawater potentials

different points simultaneously.

around the pipeline are measured by the potentiometric
sensor array and the electric field intensity value for each
measuring point is calculated. Then the distribution law
of electric field intensity is analysed at different position
along the pipeline with respect to the radial distance
between the measure point and the pipeline, where the
measurement points are all above the pipeline.

Figure 1 Potentiometric sensor array

The electric field intensity at point 5 has three
components, namely  ,  and  in x, y, z direction
respectively. Let the measured potential values of point 5,
point 6, point 7, and point 1 be φ ,  ,  and  , then
the electric field intensity at point 5 can be calculated as

Figure 2 Electric field intensity distribution

follows.
Fig. 2 are two distribution curves of electric field
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intensity in two cross-sections (x=190 cm, and x=400 cm)
along the pipeline respectively. It is seen that the
distribution law of electric field intensity with respect to
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radial distance d can be represented as an exponential
function:
() = e ,

(3)

(5)

where E is the electric field intensity of a spatial point, x
The electric field intensity  of the 5th reference

is the radial distance between the point and the pipeline, a

electrode is

and  are two coefficients to be determined. The values
 =  +  + 

(4)

of E and x at two points above the pipeline along the
radial direction of the pipeline are calculated with the

Similarly, we can calculate the electric field intensity

potentiometric sensor array, that is ( , ) and ( , ) are

 for the 6th reference electrode. So that we can obtain

known. Then the two unknown coefficients of a and 

the electric field intensity of two points which in a line

can be solved from equation (5) as:

perpendicular to pipeline. With the potentiometric sensor
array, we can measure the seawater potential around
pipeline in three direction, so that we can obtain the
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electric field intensity.
2.2 Distribution analysis of electric field intensity
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2.3 The prediction model of subsea pipeline
potential
For a uniform electric field, the electric field intensity E is
calculated by

=

'*,


where - is the potential value at point 5, and d is the
radial distance between point 5 and the pipeline.

3 Validation of the prediction model and
the results
For practical subsea pipelines of oil and gas in submarine

,

(7)

environment, it is difficult to regulate the experimental
factors such as length, position, size, and the damage

where -./ is the potential difference between point A

degree of coating defects, burial depth of sea mud, and so

and point B, and x is the distance between A, B along the

on, so we use laboratory sink experiment to verify the

direction of electric field intensity. The physical meaning

effectiveness of the proposed potential perdition model. A

of equation (7) is that the electric field intensity can be

pipeline under CP in a laboratory sink with one sacrifice

represented as the potential difference change per unit

anode and one coating defect was used to evaluate the

length along direction of E.

proposed method.

From equation (7), the potential -0 of a point 10 in
a uniform electric field is calculated as
-0 = - + ,

(8)

where - is a known potential value of a measure point
1 , and  is the distance between 10 and 1 along the
direction of E.
For a non-uniform electric field in seawater, the
Figure 3 Schematic diagram of the experimental system

potential -0 of a point 10 can be computed by

The laboratory sink is 5 m in length, 1 m in width, and
-0 = - +


∫0 () d,

(9)

1 m in height (Fig. 3). The sink is filled with seawater,
and the pipeline with one sacrifice anode and one coating

where d is the distance between 10 and 1 along the

defect under CP is fixed symmetrically 5 cm above the

direction of E. It is noted that E(x) is not a constant value

bottom of the sink. The detailed parameters of the

in equation (9). Let 10 be a point on surface of a pipeline,

experimental system are shown in Table 1.

and 1 be the measure point above the pipeline. Since

Table 1 Parameters of the experimental system

the distance d can be measured, if E(x) is approximated
with reasonable accuracy, then the potential value of the

pipeline

seawater

anode

diameter(mm):10

temperature(℃):2

diameter(mm):10

length(m):4.8

depth(m):0.85

length(mm):3.185

damage

resistivity(Ω ∙cm):

exposed

rate(%):3.13

96.8

area(<> ):1

pipeline can be calculated with equation (9). Finally, the
potential of the pipeline -0 can be calculated based on
the obtained () as


-0 = - + ∫0 () d



= - + ∫0 a × 4  d
The
= - −

5

6e − 18,

(10)

potentials

and

the

corresponding

three-

dimensional coordinates of the points in water space of
the sink are first collected

with the developed

potentiometric sensor array and measuring system.
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Secondly, the radial distance between each point and the

with a smaller potential change of measured points as its

pipeline can be calculated. Then the each pair of

input.

measured potentials in the same radial direction and the

The proposed potential prediction method for subsea

corresponding distance is input to the proposed prediction

pipeline can predict the potential of sea pipeline in

model to compute the potential of the pipeline. Finally,

real-time

the calculated potential values of the pipeline are

providing important information for further subsea

compared with the actual measured potentials of the

pipeline maintenance.

for

non-contact

detection

systems,

thus

pipeline.
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and that for the measured points with a radial distance of
10 cm to the pipeline is 1.1 mV. It is also noted that from
Fig. 4, at the positions of coating defects, the prediction
model can follow large potential change of the pipeline
with a smaller potential change of measured points as its
input.
The calculated of the model is simply, so that we can
realize the measure of the pipeline potential in real time.
At the same time, the potential prediction model can
follow the real pipeline potential accurately.

4 Conclusions
A real-time non-contact monitoring method of subsea
pipelines is proposed to realize the monitoring of a subsea
pipeline under CP. This method uses the measured
potential above the pipeline measured by a potentiometric
sensor array and its distance to the pipeline as the input to
compute the potential of the pipeline.
Comparison to experimental result of a pipeline in a
laboratory sink, the maximum prediction error is 1.1 mV,
and for a pipeline with one coating defect, the prediction
model can follow large potential change of the pipeline
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